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Cincinnati comic expo 2019 guests

The Cincinnati Comic Expo has announced several new additions to the guest list for 2019, including Nichelle Nichols, Brent Spiner, Jewel Staite, Sean Maher, John Morton, Frank Tieri and more to the convention 20-22. Nichelle Nichols is adding the 2019 Cincinnati Comic Expo as part of his final full
year of congressional visits! She is best known as Lt Uhura, and has been one of the star trek series for decades. She has carried the role through TV, movies, video games and more. Her casting broke barriers and made history. Beyond its mission to explore strange new worlds, Nichelle has appeared
in Batman: The Animated Series, Gargoyles, Spider-Man: The Animated Series, Futurama as himself, Heroes, Sharknado 5: Global Swarming, and more. She will perform in upcoming features such as Star Trek First Frontier and other projects. Her profile as an actress gave her position to work and
recruit with NASA for years, and she became an influence on many astronauts and actresses for generations. Brent Spiner joins us this year for his first Cincinnati Comic Expo! Brent is most recognized for his role as android Lt Cmdr Data from Star Trek: The Next Generation TV and film franchise. Brent
is also known for his roles on Night Court, The Aviator, Superhero Movie, and in both Independence Day films such as Dr. Okun and much more. He has also appeared as himself on The Big Bang Theory. In addition to appearing on camera, Brent has voted in a number of projects such as Gargoyles,
Young Justice, The Simpsons, Robot Chicken and more. Jewel Staite returns to town for the 2019 Cincinnati Comic Expo! Jewel made his feature film debut with Serenity. Before the film, Jewel portrayed Serenity mechanic Kaylee through the Firefly series. Before Firefly, Jewel's credit includes The X-
Files, Flash Forward, Honey, I Shrunk Kids: The TV Show, Higher Ground, and more. Since 2005, Jewel has been on a number of projects such as Stargate: Atlantis, Warehouse 13, Supernatural, The L.A. Complex, Con Man, DC's Legends of Tomorrow, Castle and Blindspot. Most recently, Jewel has
appeared on The Order and The Magicians. Sean Maher will be in Queen City for the 2019 Cincinnati Comic Expo! Sean is recognised as Dr Simon Tam on Firefly and Serenity. Before that, he starred in Ryan Caulfield: Year One and appeared in FOX's Party of Five. Sean's other credits include Ghost
Whisperer, The Mentalist, Human Target, Warehouse 13, The Playboy Club, Arrow and others. Recently he has voted Nightwing/Dick Grayson in the DC animated video franchise on Son of Batman, Batman vs. Robin, Batman: Bad Blood, and the upcoming Batman: Hush. Voice actor Clifford Chapin will
attend the Cincinnati Comic Expo 2019! Clifford is known and recognized for a number of projects and characters. Many people know him from Hero Academia, Attack on Titan, RWBY, Dragon Ball Super, Dragon Ball Z Kai and over 100 other series, movies and games. Clifford can currently be heard on
YIIK and forthcoming in the Mix TV series and Folk Tale video games. Voice actor Kellen Goff is the latest addition to the lineup for the Cincinnati Comic Expo 2019! Although he is known for his work as Funtime Freddy, Molten Freddy and Fredbear in Five Nights in Freddy's series, Kellen also stars in My
Hero Academia, Blizzard's Hearthstone, Warframe and JoJo's Bizarre Adventure. Kellen has also contributed to projects such as Blue Exorcist, Marvel's Avengers Academy, Star Trek Online, Family Guy: The Quest for Stuff and dozens of others. John Morton is back in town for the 2019 Cincinnati Comic
Expo! John is known for his portrayal as Dak Ralter in The Empire Strikes Back and his uncredited scenes as Boba Fett later in the same film. After appearing in and doing stunts in The Gumball Rally, John's credits include A Bridge Too Far, Flash Gordon, Oppenheimer, and Superman II. Author Frank
Tieri joins us at the Cincinnati Comic Expo 2019! Frank Tieri is an award-winning writer and creator working in comics, video games, animation and TELEVISION. Tieri has worked with some of the largest franchises in the industry, INCLUDING WOLVERINE, X-MEN, DEADPOOL, SPIDER-MAN, IRON
MAN, HULK, PUNISHER, CAPTAIN AMERICA &AMP; AVENGERS FOR MARVEL, BATMAN, HARLEY QUINN, JLA, CATWOMAN, SUICIDE SQUAD, HAWKMAN &amp; JSA for DC, RED SONJA FOR DYNAMITE, JUGHEAD: THE HUNGER &amp; THE HANGMAN for ARCHIE, PESTILENCE FOR
AFTERSHOCK, DIE HARD FOR INSIGHT AND THE DARKNESS FOR TOP COW. He has also been involved in many of the comic book industry's biggest events, including SECRET WARS, AXIS, INFINITY, CIVIL WAR, WORLD WAR HULK, DARK REIGN, MARVEL NOIR and FEAR ITSELF for
Marvel and DC's DARK KNIGHTS: METAL, CONVERGENCE, COUNTDOWN, VILLAINS MONTH, BATMAN RIP and BATMAN: ENDGAME. In addition to comics, he has written for a number of major video game series, including MARVEL PUZZLEQUEST, and MARVEL VS CAPCOM 3 &amp; sequels
ULTIMATE MARVEL VS CAPCOM 3 &amp; MARVEL VS CAPCOM INFINITE. In animation, Tieri has been working on Disney XD's ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN series Now Celebrating 10 Years! Cincinnati's biggest Comic Con and Pop Culture Expo has been around for a decade in Queen City. The
annual event brings together the best artists, publishers, actors, writers, cosplayers and fans from around the world. September 20-22, 2019, in downtown Cincinnati. Reply to Facebook! For further information please visit the website: cincinnaticomicexpo.com It was a pleasure to work with our Catering
Sales Manager who helped us find the perfect menus our participants loved.  CBA International CLICK HERE FOR PHOTO OP SCHEDULE Please note that the photo operation schedule will not be released until approximately weeks before the incident. Be sure to return to the photo operation schedule
frequently to check for changes. CLICK HERE FOR IMAGE PRICING The image price list becomes active when the online sales are closed. PHOTO OP INFORMATION Please be sure to read the following information. It's extremely important that you're familiar with it. The information on this page helps
you get the most out of your photo operation experience. Please be sure to read the entire page, especially if you are not familiar with the photo operation process or if you have not had photo operations with us before. What a photo operation is and what it is not. A photo operation is essentially a photo
taken with you and the celebrity guest or guests you have purchased a ticket for. The image is taken under ideal lighting conditions and with a top of the line DSLR camera. We then print a high quality 8×10 of the image on professional dye-sublimation photo printers. Your photo is ready at around a
minute after the photo is taken with our print it on a minute technology. To avoid confusion, a photo op is not a meet and greet. The process is very fast without time to talk to the guest or guests. It's a photo opportunity in the literal sense of the word. If you really want some time to talk to a celebrity guest,
we would strongly suggest that you choose an autograph that is usually an autograph is a somewhat slower moving process. Please understand that a photo op is not a meet and greet, it is a fast moving process. It's important that you listen to requests from the line staff and photographer to make sure
you get the best picture possible. Photo Op Tickets Photo op tickets are added as guests and prices are confirmed with agencies and organizers. This means that we will add tickets throughout the online sales process. Tickets are usually added on Tuesdays, what we call #newtickettuesday or #ntt. So if
you see a guest advertised for an event, but their photo op ticket does not appear for sale, it usually means that it will be added the following Tuesday. In some cases, if we do not receive confirmed prices for a guest by Tuesday after the announcement, a ticket may not be added to that round of tickets.
However, the ticket will always be added on Tuesday after the price confirmation. Also for high-profile guests, we and the event will usually post on social media the time and date for the guest's tickets to be added for sale. Ticket prices can change at any time, but if you have already purchased a fotoop
ticket for a particular guest's solo image and the price is increased, your ticket is still valid. By adding guests to a cast or grouping and the price change on the cast or grouping, the original listed cast or grouping may be canceled for the benefit of the newly listed cast or grouping. In this case, you will have
the ability to upgrade the cast or grouping. See the switch and upgrades section for more information. When tickets appear as sold out online on sale near, it means they will also be sold out at the event. We encourage you not to wait in the sales line for tickets that are sold out. We won't release any more
tickets to the event, so in other words, sold out means sold out. Photo Op Tickets Purchased Online Photo op tickets you buy online must be redeemed before standing in line for photo op. You can do this at any time before the photo operation start time. You don't have to rush over to the photo op
redemption area early Saturday morning if photo op is not until later in the day or Sunday. We do this for a variety of reasons, but first of all it slowly avoids the process of the photo operation process itself. Due to weak wifi or others who can forget their ticket, have an invalid ticket, are unsure how to turn
up the ticket, we do not scan on fotoop booth, as all these things will stop or slow the line into the actual fotoop booth. There's nothing worse than being next in line for your big moment just to get the person in front of you to stop the whole process because they can't remember which email they bought
their ticket underneath and forgot to print their tickets. When you redeem your online photo op ticket. You can print the QR code for your tickets or have them on your phone. If you have them on your phone, make sure you have them up and ready when you get to the front of the redemption line.
Redemption usually only takes a few minutes and you can redeem all your tickets at once, even if they are for another day. Normally we have lines set up every morning that are designated for redemption just to ensure that the redemption process is fast. However, you can redeem in any sales or
redemption line, so always just select the shortest line. Keep in mind that if you purchased a ticket online, you have a confirmed ticket. You do not need to rush to the photo op redemption area first thing in the morning if the photo operation is not until later that day. Fotoop schedule The photo operation
schedule is posted approximately 2-3 weeks before the event and will be connected to the top of this page. In most cases, the schedule is not posted any earlier than that because of continued guest adds. If we posted a schedule early, it means that it would be quite invalid when the event approaches.
Make sure you check in and check the image operation schedule for any changes. You will know that the schedule has changes if the revision number in the upper-right corner (I.E. 1.3) of the schedule has changed. Clashing Photo Op Times Usually as a general rule, you need to allow 15 minutes
between photo operations. If you have two photo operations at the same time, we suggest you move one of these photo operations to a day using the function on GrowTix (see chapter 'Upgrades and switching'). If you can't switch or there are no other times that fit into your schedule, we suggest a refund
of one ticket (see refund policy below). Things to keep in mind about clash times. If your clash times are both between high volume guests like Norman Reedus and Jeffrey Dean Morgan, you have nothing to worry about. You can only continue as schedule until your first scheduled op, then on to the next
one. If your colliding times are between a high-volume guest and a low-volume guest, we suggest you move on to the low-volume guest and then into the high-volume guest. If you have any questions about operations you think may be clashing (within 15 minutes of each other), feel free to contact us
before the event. Exchange and upgrade After the ticket purchase, you can exchange for another ticket of equal value or upgrade your ticket to another ticket. Just visit the View Order Online button in your confirmation email to open your online confirmation page. From there, you will be offered options to
print your tickets, exchange tickets or upgrade your tickets. Here's a link to a video to help you. Keep in mind that once you upgrade or exchange your ticket, the original ticket is no longer valid. How many fans can be in one photo with a ticket? For each ticket purchased you can have four total fans in the
photo. I.e. If you want 5-6 fans, 2 total photo op tickets must be purchased and used for that photo. If you want 9-10 fans, 3 total photo op tickets must be purchased and used for that photo. Keep in mind that only photo operations with the word Cast in the photo op title allow four total fans in fotoop using
a ticket. Day-specific tickets and group designations (A Group, B Group, Etc). Tickets are sold on a day specific and group specific basis. Your tickets must be used on the days and for the groups indicated in the ticket title. Group designations (I.E&gt; Norman Reedus Saturday A Group) mean that this
can be used during Norman's scheduled Group A photo operation time on the day you chose your ticket. These times will be referenced on the fotoop schedule. Please try to be aware of the group you have chosen and only come at the time specified for your fotoop group (if you are Platinum or Gold
please see the section on Platinum and Gold above). If you have a group C photo op ticket, not displayed for group A time, it will just slow down the process, increasing the wait time for everyone. If you have a C group and try to queue with the A group ticket holders, you'll be removed from the queue. We
also can't trade you to another group if it's sold out. Group designations do not mean that you want a group of other fans on your photo, it's just an indicator of the scheduled time for photo op. Photo Op Queue Queue for a specific photo will open 30 minutes before the start time of the photo operation. We
ask that you DO NOT arrive any earlier than 30 minutes before the start time of the photo operation. We've designed the groups to make sure you have the least amount of wait time for your photo operation, and if you arrive before the 30-minute mark, just add your wait. You don't get anything by standing
at the queue entrance for an hour. This causes congestion and confusion at the queue entrance, causing other fans to miss their photo operations, an inability for our staff to queue fans for the time being open queues and frustration for everyone involved. There is simply no need to arrive before the 30
minute mark and you will be asked to remove yourself from the area if you arrive too early. I understand that this may sound harsh, but we can't stress enough the problems that arise because fans come too soon for a queue. We have a TV located at the entrance to the queue. On this TV you will find
queue open times and queue lines that are currently queued photo operations. The times shown on TV are 30 minutes before photo up start time, so what this means is those are the times you can get back to the queue, not before. If a line number appears on the TV, it means that the queue is open for
that photo operation. Just proceed to the displayed line number in the queue area (the numbers are placed on the floor) if you have a redeemed ticket for that image op. If a time appears, go enjoy the event and come back at that time. Often the photo operation queue area will be filled up completely,
please stay within your assigned line space. If you leave the lines for some reason, we cannot guarantee your place back in the queue. Only participants with tickets or those in the photo with them are allowed in the queue area. Parents of underage children can also wait in line with them. If you have
special needs or take care of a fan with special needs, please talk to our line staff before entering the queue area. Any confirmed line jumping will result in you being moved to the end of the line for that photo op. Please arrive for your photo op 5-30 minutes before the photo op scheduled time, but do not
arrive more than 30 minutes before. Arriving too early for photo op causes problems and confusion! In most cases, the optimal time to get to the queue is 5-10 minutes before photo operation start time. Most importantly though, don't be late! Photo Op Booth Before entering the fotoop booth, please have
your photo op ticket out and ready. Keep all backpacks, bags, jackets, cords or items you don't want in the photo and ready to place on the table that comes with it inside. When you enter the booth you have to turn into your photo op ticket. You will then go up when you hear the next question about doing
so, you will also be given a clear before fires the shot. There will be a one-second pause between the clear command prompt and the camera firing. So be sure to be ready. Remember that op booth is often loud. Many of the guests like to have music playing during their op, therefore our staff must also be
loud. Please do not think that the staff are shouting at you, they just speak out loud for you to be sure and hear them and understand what's going on. We want to try to get the best picture possible of you, therefore we need to make sure you hear us and know what's going on. Photo Op Booth Do's and
Don'ts Dos Be respectful of celebrity guests. Pay respect to other fans in line. Keep your hands above your waist. Listen for special instructions for each celebrity guest. Keep your goods ready to place on the table inside the booth. Keep your ticket out and ready. Do not ask for autographs in the photo
opstand, you will be asked to remove yourself from the booth. Wait in the autograph line and pay for the autograph that all the other fans had to. Do not take personal photos on your phone, camera, or other photo devices. Don't take any video. Do not attempt to kiss the guest or ask the guest to kiss you.
In the leu of the health and safety of guests, this is strictly prohibited. You will be removed from the op booth without a photo or refund. Don't expect the guest to spend more time with you than they have given to other fans. All are assigned the same time next to the guest, please do not try to extend that
time by ignoring the employee, security or next fan in line. If you have an accessibility pass, you will have extra time to come to the guest if necessary, but again assigned the same time next to the guest. Retakes Our photographers look for flashes, but sometimes they are missed. If you pick up the
printout and a snap is noticed, please let us know immediately to make sure the guest is still in the room and we will set you back for a retake. Just notify the staff or ambassador who gave you the photo. Glasses more often than not will glare and/or make it very difficult for the photographer to see if you
winked. Try to remove them if possible. If you can't remove them, try tilting your glasses down from the lights. Retakes will not be given for glasses glare. If you have a problem, other than glasses glare like a colored stain on your photo, a burry photo, a guest flash, or another big problem please let us
know immediately. Retakes can be issued per case. After photo op Just follow the colorful tape strip on the floor of the photo op booth exit. It will lead you to the print collection area where you print will be handed over to you in a minute. Once you have the printout, you do not need to move on to multiple
lines on the unless you have a photo op add-on, such as a digital download or additional printing. Then take the additional ticket and the printed image to the additional station guard. The additional drive is usually located at the end of the print retrieval area. Add-ons If you have an add-on (digital
download, additional print or combo package), simply take the add-on ticket and printed image to the optional station assistant. The additional drive is usually located at the end of the print retrieval area. You can also purchase additional add-ons at the add-on station. If you have a digital download, go to
and follow the instructions to download the image after you visit the add-on drive and follow the instructions to download the image. Digital downloads are usually available in a few minutes, sometimes it may take a little longer if the Internet connection we get is sub pair. Event Admission Tickets Photo op
tickets are NOT an entrance ticket to the event. An entrance ticket for events must be purchased in connection with the photo op ticket. Second-hand tickets If you purchased a photo op ticket used, for example on craigslist, facebook or other ways than through us, we do not provide support or assistance
for this ticket. QR codes can only be scanned once. If the person you bought the ticket from also sold the ticket to others, or it is a counterfeit ticket, you now have a useless piece of paper. We can't offer you help with this. If a guest cancels, you will also receive a refund, only the original buyer will receive
the refund. Over the past year we have turned away no less than 100 fans who spent their hard-earned money on fake tickets, only to go empty-handed away. Don't let that happen to you. Do not buy or shop for tickets used! REFUND INFORMATION AND POLICIES 1. General refunds. Refund requests



must be sent to our contact form by midnight eastern time on 18.09.19. We cannot return to you until midnight, but if your request was submitted before the deadline, the refund will be granted. Refund requests after this date will not be filed. After 9/18/19, all photo op tickets that are non-refundable are
considered with the only exception such as celebrity guest booking, cancellation of the convention or cancellations of photo ops. Refunds are only returned to the original payment method. If you're using a prepaid card or gift card, be sure to keep this card in case you need a refund. 1A. Cancellations of
guests. In the event of a celebrity guest cancellation before 9/18/19, the guest's photo op tickets will be refunded to the original payment form, there is no need to send us regarding these cancellations. Refunds for celebrity guests who cancel after 9/18/19 will be processed on after the event. If the guest
was part of a duo photo op, the entire photo op will be refunded to the original original of payment. If the guest was part of a trio or group, the photo operation ticket may remain active and the photo operation can still take place. If the trio or group remains active, you will be refunded the canceled guest's
part of the trio or group to the original payment method. In this case, you will also have the option to opt out of the trio or cast and receive a full refund to the original payment form. If the trio or group is cancelled due to a guest cancellation, you will be refunded the full amount to the original payment
method. There are no cash refunds or exchanges for cancelled guests or photo operations. In the rare event a guest cancels while the event is open and you paid in cash for photo ops at the event, please visit our sales desk for more information on how to get a refund. 1B. Cancellation of the convention.
In case of cancellation of an entire event, photo operations sold for that event will be fully refunded to the original payment form. 1C. Photo Op Cancellations. In the event that a particular photo operation is cancelled before or during the event, the fotoop tickets for the specific photo operation will be
refunded to the original payment method. If you paid money for the photo operation at the event, please visit our sales desk for more information on how to get a refund. 1D. Other. In the event of cancellation of a day of an event due to weather or natural disasters, unused tickets for that particular day will
be refunded to the original payment method. We can choose to allow fans who had a ticket for the day that was cancelled to use their ticket that day itself is open, but this will not always be possible and will be handled on a case basis. If an event you're attending is closed for a day and you have tickets
for that day, be sure to see your email that was used to purchase your tickets for updates. Please note that if the event is open, any operations that are missed are simply considered just that. If the weather forecast isn't something you'd like to travel in, make sure to get your refund request before the
refund deadline mentioned above. 2. If you miss the photo operation time. Refunds will not be granted for lost photo operations. However, you can exchange your photo op ticket for another available photo op ticket at photo op sales &amp; redemption. We strongly recommend checking the photo
operation schedule for changes as the show date approaches and even the day of the show. We are not responsible for how long any photo op lasts, as some photo ops only last within minutes. This means that if you arrive even two minutes after some photo operations start, you may miss the photo
operation. 3. Rights to Service . Celeb Photo Ops reserves the right to to refuse service to anyone. We will try to help you with any photo op-related issue you may have, but insulting vulgar language and/or abusive attitude towards our staff, other fans or ambassadors ambassadors absolutely not tolerated
and may result in your removal from the photo operation area or even the event without refund or compensation. Compensation.
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